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Fracture propagation



Fracture propagation algorithm: conceptual model

• finite element displacement-based 
model
• input: failure criterion, propagation 
criterion, and material properties
• rock/matrix: linear elastic, isotropic, 
homogeneous
• handles fractures propagation, 
coalescence, and closure with 
geometric-based algorithms
• simulate sub-critical quasi-static crack 
propagation in 2D
• tracks tips individually
• adapts mesh as fracture geometry 
evolves
• fracture shape (and aperture) is an 
emergent property of the model



Handling fracture and fragmentation of a single block



Key aspects

Efficiency
- Development
- Code speed
- Memory consumption
- Model setup
- Experimental setup (running in series)
- Cost

Reliability
- Methods (…)
- Code

- Initial unit and module tests (for validation and verification)
- Study cases
- Systematic unit and module tests to ensure quality is sustained

- Development
- Will the kernel always be maintained? (new versions)
- Do we have a CVS/SVN to store and control our code?
- Are we prepared for new hardware? 
- Is everything systematically multi-threaded?

Extendibility, Scalability



Remeshing: cost vs. efficiency

Study case: Fracture mechanics module

- Automatic meshing using commercialized APIs
- Mature products
- Support
- Extended functionality (hybrid meshes, geometric based refinement, 

optimized core, multi-threaded, scalable)
- Command line driven, no user interaction
- Example: Ansys Tetra, Ennova SimCosm

- Partial vs Total remeshing
- Reduces development costs
- Minimal meshing costs for up to (~1M nodes)

- Solution based vs. geometric based remeshing
- Only requires geometric analysis for specification of refinement criteria



Remaining object oriented

Creation of objects to aid experimental setup
- For example: BoundaryCondition

Material
FailureCriterion
PropagationCriterion

Object factory for volatile types
- vs. using text based descriptions

We are missing: object that encompasses the experimental setup

Currently in CSMP: 
- High cost associated to:
+ creating, modifying, destroying SuperGroups and Groups
+ classifying boundaries of groups



Current underlying data model I

Shape

Block Fracture
1 ncontains

Triangle
1 ncontains

TipSegment

1

n

contains

This symbol means
inheritance: “of type”

This is an “association”

This is a standard approach to 
document the underlying data 
structures of the simulator. We 
use UML, Unified Modeling 
Language, which is a mature 
set of rules for high level 
software descriptions. 

TipNode
22



Current underlying data model II

Block

Fracture
1 ncontains

FractureSet

in a

BoundaryCondition

Material

FailureCriterion

PropagationCriterion



Development focus: automatization

- Automatic model setup
- Auto-create variables file, configuration file
- Log simulation start-up files with output
- Printing to Rhino for debugging
- Explicit and implicit geometry specification
- Restart at any stage

- Relies on external libraries:
- SAMG: Solver
- OpenNurbs: Implicit geometry representation
- Jama/Tnt numerics
- WildMagic/GeometricTools Boolean Operations
- Ansys Tetra: Meshing 3D
- Triangle: Meshing 2D



Fracture propagation module today

What can it do? (Paluszny and Matthai, IJSS 2009; JGR in press) 
(Maghami-Nick et al. in preparation)

- Grow fractures from flaws
- Grow explicitly defined fractures
- Specific for linear elastic, brittle media
- up to ~1000 fractures

How is it setup? Show CODE now!

What is the output? 
Explicit geometry of a geomechanically grown fracture set.

What can I do with this output?
Measure 

+ fracture aperture, length distribution
+ spacing
+ anisotropy
+ effective permeability / qf/qm ratio 

Compute 
+ fracture piece-wise permeability using parallel plate flow 
assumption
+ apply stress state, remeasure apertures

Output dataset for flow simulations



Outlook

- Migration to CSMP v6. 
- Reduction of costs associated to rebuilding (create and destroy) the 
SuperGroup/Group
- Reduction the dependency on text files. Specifically for meshing: close 
integration to Ennova mesher. Integration is done, functionality is not there 
yet: no cutting meshes, restricted family properties.
- Repair of Ansys CSMP module output bugs? Problems with output of 
quadratic elements (now functionality 3Dlinear->3Dquadratic for hybrid 
meshes available in the mechanics module).
- Further automatization of model setup, experiment monitoring and output 
logging required. 
- Revision of the treatment of finite element types: H20 vs H27, P15 vs
P18, Q8 vs Q9. A mesh cannot contain mixed H20 and H27? Has to be 
defined at compile time? 
- Formalize inclusion of QuarterPoint / Singular elements within the data 
structure.



Fractures reach the block boundaries

fractures intersect


